
 
You know, it seems like lately people have 
been asking me a lot of questions; in fact, it 
seems like the same questions keep coming 
up again and again. So, this month, I've de-
cided to provide responses to the most com-
mon ones.   Here they are:   
  
1) It's a Nikon Coolpix 995. 
 
2) It's 4 megapixels; and it can shoot just 
under 2 frames -per-second in continuous 
mode. 
 
3)  It has a 256MB flash card, and can store 
350+ images at 1280x960 resolution.   
  
4) $600.   
  

(Continued on page 2) 

Ralph Sickinger 

Pre-Flight 

Paul and I roared into the town of 
Ridgely Friday evening, eager to arrive 
at the Highland Aerosports fly in. Our 
CD player blared old rock tunes, and I 
danced in my seat like the girl in the 
Mitsubishi commercial. I’d never been 
to a fly in before, but I was ready. Then, 
lights flashed. Blue and red ones. An 
officer marched up, his lips as tight as if 
he sucked on a pickle. He told us how 
folks with hang gliders strapped on their 
trucks always seemed to be the worst 
speed limit offenders.  
 
“How surprising”, I offered. “They’re 
so safety conscious.”  I did my best imi-
tation of a nice girl. For some reason, 

my ploy worked. After we tricked the 
officer out of ticketing us, we cranked 
up the music again, and bolted towards 

the airport. Flying was out of the ques-
tion because of the wind that howled 
across the runway, so I opted for a spin 
on Christy Huddle’s motorcycle instead. 
Her boyfriend Rich offered to take me 
for a zip around the block. 
 
I loved my ride. Rich and I tooled 
through towns filled with houses with 

gingerbread trim. We blasted down the 
highway and crept over railroad tracks. 
We arrived back in time for cocktail 
hour – but the partying was limited. I 
crawled into my sleeping bag by eleven, 
so I would be fresh for Saturday. 
 
Saturday morning, I assembled my 
glider –  the Gin Eagle –  near the front 
of the line. I knew the lift might not be 
great so early, but I wanted a chance to 
fly without quarts of adrenalin spurting 
through my veins. Lots of pilots and 
rowdy air might make conditions chal-
lenging for me. 
 
However, even in the calmer air, with 
the sky almost empty, I still managed to 

(Continued on page 3) 

High Times At Highland  
(by Lauren Tjaden) 
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Aerial View of Highland Aerosports’ “3rd Flatlands Fly-In” 
  (Photo by Ralph Sickinger) 

Flying was out of the 
question because of  

the wind that howled  
across the runway 



 
5) The weird grippy stuff on my downtubes is "overgrip" wrap, used 
for tennis and racquetball racquets. (Get it at any sporting goods 
store.)  I used Prince "Dura-Tred" for my glider. 
  
6) It comes in packages of 3 strips each, and I needed 8 strips for my 
glider (2 for each location: 2 shoulders and 2 hands) Of course, I also 
have attack tubes - with round tubes you should only need 4.   
  
7) It's for carrying a Hang Glider.   
  
8) 18 feet. (Actually, 17’6”.)   
  
9) The cheetah.   
  
10) 11 years.   
  
11) Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.   
  
12) Would that be african or  
european?   
  
13) 145 pounds.   
  
14) Because I LOVE my Falcon!   
  
15) (sigh) No, it's not.   
  
16) It's absolutely amazing...   
  
17) Shenendoah, Richmond, southern Pennsylvania, and Maryland's 
eastern shore.   
  
18) Anywhere between 4 minutes and 4 hours.  Between 30 and 90 
minutes is common.   
  
19) Between 1000 and 8000 feet; I've been as high as 4500 MSL.   
  
20) Because I can! 

(Continued from page 1) 
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I hope this June day finds everyone in good health 
and spirits. I had a wonderful, though late day at 
the High Rock fly in. Work has kept me away 
from flying for a couple of key Saturday’s. I ended 
up having to be at work during the Fly-in till 2PM 
on that Saturday.  But a determination to get there 
and a need for some airtime got me flying at the 
pulpit by 7:30. I had a wonderful glass off flight.  
Although I did not fly to the High Rock LZ as I 
was hoping on Friday night, I did enjoy a nice long 
ridge run with Marc C. With a small miscalcula-
tion on my landing direction I did manage a safe 
high grass landing. I quickly packed up and headed 
to the High Rock LZ.  Got there and Bruce was 
still cooking and Brian was still making Mint Ju-
leps.  Good music from Bob and a blazing fire to 
unwind next to.  Good friends to share stories and 
a beautiful sky to sleep under. 
 
All I can say is that I hope everyone had as good a 
day as I did. 
 
Thanks to all involved and I am glad that we 
could help out Emma Jane while having so much 
fun! 
 
As this column progresses I hope that it does not 
seem too preachy but, as the head of this club I feel 
this weird need to expel my insight about hang 
gliding in the hopes of sharing some tidbit of infor-
mation that will help someone out during their fly-
ing career.  What brought this thought to mind was 
what seemed to naturally kick in after I noticed 
that my landing was going long. Tom McGowan 
had shared with me his insights into the LZ at 
Fishers.  One thing I thought was strange at the 
time, but have come to appreciate is the Foot Drag.  
If you need to slow while on a glide you can ex-
tend a foot to the ground, which will slow you 
down a bit.  This is another good reason to wear 
boots.  What I want to express is that all that time 
sitting on launch, checking out LZs or, chatting 
post-flying, is to listen to more experienced pilots 
and although you might not think you will ever get 
yourself into a “situation”, you might hear some-
thing very helpful that seems to come from your 
own bag of knowledge when you really need it.  
Thanks again Tom. In addition to running long, I 
found myself looking at a strip of high grass to 
land in and again, Bob G. had shown me how to 

(Continued on page 7) 
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scare myself. Let me backtrack for a 
second. Last week, when practicing mul-
tiple (eight) pattern tows, I used a cart 
for launching that angled Ginny’s nose 
down. Because the keel rest was set 
high, Ginny kept sticking in the cart. I 
would let go of the rope holding me 
down, and wiggle around some, but Gin 
would just lay there like a dead fish. 
We’d be howling along at the speed of a 
Stealth bomber before she flew. Not fun.  
 
Sunny wondered if I was getting “pulled 
through” the control frame, but when 
Adam flew Ginny he had the same trou-
ble. We finally switched carts and solved 
the problem, but not before I had worked 
to make sure I wasn’t holding on too 
long or losing my position. 
 
Saturday I remembered my lessons 
(though I chose a different cart, that an-
gled Ginny’s nose high). I let go early 
and tried to keep my arms in front of me. 
Big mistake. Ginny stuttered into the air 
immediately, and then banged back onto 
the runway, her wheels rolling. We’d 
gathered enough airspeed that her wings 
straightened and she grabbed at the sky 
again right away, but the experience 
woke me up faster than ten cups of cof-
fee.  

 
My heart dislodged itself from my teeth 
and crawled back down my throat while 
Lisa Cain towed me. She deposited 
Ginny and I high enough that I could see 
the Chesapeake Bay glimmer on one 
side. It reflected the morning sun, orange 
as a pumpkin. Clouds dotted the sky on 
my other side, strangely white, as if they 
had been soaked in Clorox. I had to 
wonder if I had always had a piece of 
Saran Wrap stuck over my eyes before, 
which had somehow been stripped away 
just before my flight, because the world 
had never looked quite so clear and per-
fect before. I couldn’t find lift, but com-
plaining about this would be like some-
one complaining because he won the 

lottery when the jackpot was only four 
million.  
 
As soon as I had landed – a miracle, on 
my feet – I hustled over to launch for a 
pattern tow. I always need to practice 
landing. This time I didn’t nearly  kill 
myself off the cart. Nothing like pants-
wetting fear to convince you of the need 
for change. Lisa waved me off at a thou-
sand feet. I intended to set up for landing 
almost immediately, but my vario inter-
rupted my plans. It screamed that I had 
hit lift. 

A thermal billowed under my wings, 
floating towards heaven. I shouted with 
delight and cranked Ginny into a circle. I 
soared to twelve hundred feet – higher 
than my release point, and a new first for 
me –  but the wind was blowing my 
magic column of air away from the air-
port. I yearned to follow, but I need to 
get better at landing before I tackle the 
tribulations of cross country. Twenty 
five minutes later, Ginny and I found 
ourselves back on the planet, again 
shackled by the earth’s surly bonds. The 
story repeated itself my next flight – 
another extendo. Tired and sated, I gave 
up for the morning. 
 
After a brief nap in the grass, I offered 
(was coerced) to pick up the pilots who 
wanted to fly cross county. I drove Dave 
Proctor’s truck all afternoon, collecting 
not only Dave, but Christy, Tom, and 
Mike as well. Dave and Christy bickered 
constantly. You would have sworn they 
were married. Funny, listening relaxed 
me, sprawled alongside them in the 
pickup seat. But as the day progressed, I 
had a hard time not gazing at my watch. 
I reminded myself that I had lots of time 
to fly again. 
 
We stopped for ice cream on the way 
back to the airport. Whenever I got 
bored, I glanced in the rear view mirror 
and watched Tom and Mike roasting in 
the back, cream dripping down their 
chins. Really, it could have been worse. 
But I never dreamed how much better it 

was going to get. When I finally piled 
out of the truck, I could see gliders spi-
raling in the sky. I intended to dash to-
wards the Gin Eagle and inhale some 
more pure air. 
 
Cindy Rousseau interrupted my plans. 
She traipsed up and asked if I wanted to 
go fly in her Decathlon. The Decathlon 
is green and white, with stars decorating 
her wings, and she can perform all sorts 
of aerobatics. I knew I should tell Paul I 
had arrived back, but getting offered a 
ride in the Decathlon was like getting 

offered a back rub by Brad Pitt.  I 
sprinted towards the plane. 
 
Cindy handled the take off, but then of-
fered to let me fly.  I protested that I was 
thrilled to just sit and watch, but Cindy 
only laughed and said to grab the stick. 
Talk about dreams. I banked one way 
and another over a river. I don’t know 
the river’s name, but it was dark and 
wide and curved like the ribs of a deer. 
When we landed,  I was filled with joy 
and the love of all mankind and Cindy 
and the Decathlon.  
 
Then Cindy asked if I wanted to fly her 
Cessna 180, a tail dragger. So I’ve had 
the rub from Brad Pitt – does this mean I 
wouldn’t take one from George 
Clooney? Duh. We climbed skyward 
again. I had watched the Chesapeake at 
sunrise, and now I got to watch it again 
as the sun dove behind it. 
 
After that, it was time to celebrate. Al-
ready higher than a 747, stoked like a 
forest fire in a fifteen knot wind, I was at 
my most dangerous. I guzzled martinis 
and had a piece of Phillip (the pig). I 
played spoons and hugged everyone, 
until they began to sidle away from me. 
Brian accused me of humping his leg. I 
watched some fire-jumping, and was 
disappointed to see that the boys kept on 
their clothes. Christy photographed the 
tattoo that decorates my butt. The crowd 
yelled for me to throw a frog I captured 
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...the world had never 
looked quite so clear and 

perfect before. 

So I’ve had the rub from Brad Pitt – does this mean I 
wouldn’t take one from George Clooney? Duh. 



First Flight! 

Last month I experienced one of the greatest feelings in the world, I got to fly 
like the birds. This was my first time hang gliding and it was truly unbeliev-
able. I have been sky diving before, but the two are incomparable. Skydiving 
is free falling back to the earth; hang gliding is soaring through the air with 
style and finesse. I must say though, it is a bit scarier than skydiving. At least 
with skydiving you know you are heading straight back to the ground and 
you don’t need any skill with heading in that direction, except when landing. 
Hang gliders seem to want to stay up in the air as long as possible, and I will 
admit that the altitude does scare me just a bit. It is really something to be 

Laura Clarke is a friend of mine, who took her first [tandem] hang gliding 
flight at Highland Aerosports in Ridgely, MD, on May 11th, 2002.      (RS) 

able to float through the sky as if you were a bird, maneuvering through the 
wind currents and going faster or higher whenever you want. I, of course, 
was not so inclined to do either of those things, since it was my first time. 
Sonny, my tandem instructor, continued to assure me that everything was 
safe, but much to his dismay, I  was still not interested in being a daredevil. 
I'll leave the fancy turns and dives to all of you professionals and I will gladly 
admire you safely from the ground.  
 
Happy soaring!  
 

   Laura Clarke, fond admirer 
 

Photos by Ralph Sickinger 
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Falcon 2 195  
Brand new-in stock for $2995. Blue L.E. and Yellow undersurface.  
Falcon 170  
very low airtime – $2200. Mint condition.  
Rich Hays: 410.527.0975 
 
1980 Comet 165  
Good all around glider,  nice shape, 
Gold, Black and Red 
Allan Hobner: 301.540.0640   
  
Klassic 144 
By original owner - Top performance for a stable/kingpost glider.  Climbs like a 
monkey in heat!  Dirt Cheap - $1200 negotiable.     
PacAir Pulse 9m 
Rare find for smaller pilot.  Great performance and a joy to fly (and land!) 
Smallest control frame available, lightweight, most stable  
double-surface ever built.  $1300 firm. 
Sheila/Gardinator:  724.349.1126    (e) sheilaboyle@hotmail.com 
 
Moyes Missle 180  
 Joe Brauch:  301.251.8718. 
 

 
 
 
SuperSport 143, 
Orange, white and green, still crisp, $900. 
Christy Huddle: (h) 304.535.2759 or (w) 240.777.2592   (e) huddlec@aol.com 
 
K2 AIRWAVE 142 
Good condition Hang 3 glider. Climbs well.   
Blue LE; blue,yellow, white undersurface.  $400 OBO Extra downtube.   
Fred & Raean Permenter: 410.357.4144   (e) rae_fred@hotmail.com 
 
Airwave MK IV 17 
Excellent condition. $900  
John Dullahan:  (h) 301.203. 8281   (e) john.dullahan@tcs.wap.org  
 
Klassic 145 
Orange with black+white Chex. Winglets with Strobes, Tail Fin, Low Hours, 
Great Shape. $1900 
Tex: 703.492.9908     (i) www.blueskyhg.com 
 
Moyes Xtralite 164 
Green/blue $1400. 
PacAir Formula 154  
Gold/black Best offer.  
Reflex helmet XL$75 
Dave Proctor:  301.725.1560  (before 9PM) 
 
PacAir Formula 154 
Good condition, blue and teal with pink leading edge, includes spare leading 
edges and downtubes. $500 OBO 
Marc Fink: 703.536.3209  
 
WW UltraSport 147 
Standard red,white and blue. Low hours, custom fin, extra control frame,  
pneumatic wheels. $2900 
Bruce:  410.335.7901  

Wing Things 

USHGA certified Instructors: 
 
Chad Elchin 410.634.2700 Ridgely, MD 
 
Tex Forrest 703.492.9908 Woodbridge, VA 
 
Richard Hays 410.527.0975 Baltimore, MD 
 
John Middleton 703.533.1965 Arlington, VA 
 
Steve Wendt 540.432.6557 Manquin, VA 
 

To place or change an ad, send e-mail to: skyline@chgpa.org 

An evening tow over Ridgely -  off into the sunset! 
(Photo by Ralph Sickinger) 

CHGPA Photo Album 



land in tall grass without wacking about 
a year ago. Listen to these more experi-
enced pilots they know what they are 
talking about. 
 
Finally, being new to the 2 meter band, 
I am not all that familiar with its proto-
cols, but I have heard a couple of times 
this spring pilots getting annoyed with 
the traffic on specific bands. It would be 
nice for everyone to share one of the 
two “club” frequencies but with all the 
needs for different communications that 
is not going to happen.  My suggestion 
is that if what you are talking about is 
not directly about flying and conditions 
please try to switch to another fre-
quency. If doing retrievals, make con-
tact then switch to another frequency or 
use a repeater that is local for quick but  

 
very efficient longer range communica-
tions. (They are on our website)  
Note: keep it short on the repeaters. 
The ham clubs that operate them do 
incur operating expenses.  
 
Enjoy the summer flying. I have video-

tape of some launches from The Pulpit 
and Woodstock (the following day) to 
show after the meeting. Please feel free 
to bring video or photos to share after 
the meeting. 
 
See you there!      ~Joe 

(Continued from page 2) 

into the flames, but I snuck him out into the meadow and 
turned him loose, instead. Life was perfect. 
 
I awoke around three to find that someone had poured squirrel 
dung in my mouth and beaten me about the head. I removed a 
foot from my sleeping bag and plunked it on the ground, but 
the tent kept spinning. I thought I might feel better by morn-
ing. I didn’t. 

I’ll try to keep the rest short. Sunday, I drank lots of water. 
Breakfasted at the Riverside. Nearly puked, but didn’t.  Mo-
torcycled again. Flew my Gin Eagle. Was so happy I told Paul 
he could buy a glider and a GPS. Pinched Adam and broke his 
glasses (sorry). Was overcome with the love of all mankind.
  
I lazed by the office and saw sights so incredible they seemed 
like wisps of dreams you only half remember in the morning. 
The yellow and red Dragonflies barreled down the runway 
together, touching down only seconds apart. The two Decath-
lons – little Corvettes of the sky - took off as one, while I for-
got how to breathe. Joe Gregor carved turns in formation with 
the tandem glider, carrying Joe’s father, celebrating his birth-
day in the air with his son. 
 
What a weekend. After the fact, I am as glutted and sick as a 
kid allowed to feast on endless candy. But I’m not sorry. Not 
even slightly. When can we go again? 

(Continued from page 3) 
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Schools, Dealers and  Flight Parks 
 
Blue Sky—Steve Wendt 
540.432.6557    Cell: 804.241.4324    
www.blueskyhg.com/ bluesky/index.htm 
Quality hang gliding instruction, towing lessons, custom sewing for sails and 
harnesses. Dealer for Wills Wing, US Aeros, Moyes, Mosquito Motor Har-
ness, High Energy Sports, Ball Instruments and more. Get your Glider Savers 
and protect your investment. Still in the Shenandoah Valley, and now a full 
flight park near Richmond. 
 
Highland Flight Park  
410.634.2700    www.aerosports.net 
Offers tandem instruction, solo aerotows, and equipment sales and service 
for Aeros, Airwave, Moyes, Wills Wing, High Energy, Flytec, Brauniger and 
more. For more information, please visit our website. 
 
Kitty Hawk Kites 
1.800.334.4777  www.kittyhawk.com 
Teaching the world to fly since 1974. Certified instruction from the sand 
dunes to tandem towing. Full service flight park featuring towing behind a 
Dragonfly aerotug. Dealer for all major manufacturers and a full service 
shop. Lesson packages and camps available. Open year round. Lessons daily.  
 
Manquin Flight Park   
 540.432.6557    
Home of Manquin Aerotow, Blue Sky, and Fly Rawling Ultralight School. 
All types of Hang Glider Towing. 400 acre field, camping and bike trails. 
Manquin, VA 
 
Maryland School of Hang Gliding Inc.  
410.527.0975  www.mshg.com   email to: mshgflyer@hotmail.com 
Certified instruction: 25 years experience. Richard Hays is a USHGA ad-
vanced rated Instructor-Examiner. Specializing in foot launch flight utilizing 
Wills Wing Falcons and radios for instruction. Authorized dealer for Moyes, 
Wills Wing, Airwave, High Energy Sports. New and used gliders in stock. 
Balt./Wash. Oldest Wills Wing dealer. Seven training sites within one hour 
drive of Baltimore.  
 
Silver Wings/ John Middleton    
 703.533.1965 
Authorized dealer for Wills Wing, PacAir, UP, and Seedwings. He represents 
Ball, Sentek, Litek, High Energy, BRS, Blackhawk and many other hang 
gliding equipment manufacturers. New and used gliders in stock. Demo 
flights available. Quality, responsible service. 

I lazed by the office and saw sights so  
incredible they seemed like wisps of dreams 

you only half remember in the morning. 

Wanted: More Paragliding Content! 
 
In spite of the "P" in CHGPA's new name, our website doesn't yet have 
much paragliding content. This needs to change ASAP! I'm interested in PG 
photos, contact information for PG instructors, links to PG-related site infor-
mation, educational stories and articles, etc.  
  
If you have anything along these lines, please send it to:  
 

webdev@chgpa.org 
~Mark Cavanaugh 



Next CHGPA meetings will be held: 
June 26, 2002 
July 24, 2002  

Meetings are held  downstairs at:  Lasick’s Beef House 
 
Directions: 0.8 mile inside the beltway on Route 1 South, just 
past the Super 8 Motel (College Park exit off I-495).  
Note: If coming from points north on I-95, at the  
Capital Beltway stay right at 
the split and then take the 
immediate left exit to  
Route 1 South,  College Park. 
 
Lasick's Beef House 
9128 Baltimore Blvd.  
College Park MD 20740 
(301) 441-2040 
  

15914B Shady Grove Road #L -197 
Gaithersburg, MD 20877-1315 
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